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Lawyers of Rui Pedro GONÇALVES PINTO

The undersigned lawyers are the counsels of Mr Rui Pedro GONÇALVES PINTO, a very great European
whistle-blower and part of the "Football Leaks".
Mr Rui Pedro GONÇALVES PINTO had recently met his French lawyer prior to his arrest. He is a young
Portuguese football lover who, because he is disgusted by the practices of which he has gradually
become aware, has decided to reveal to the world the extent of the criminal practices that not only
affect the community of football players, but also seriously damage its image.
It is indeed the FOOTBALL LEAKS revelations which have been at the origin of the publication, for several
years, of decisive information, at the origin of the opening of many investigations by media and
authorities, in France and in many European countries.
Mr Rui Pedro GONÇALVES PINTO was able to indicate to his lawyers how he had been, throughout this
period, threatened, many agencies having put at the service of various players in the world of football
to try to silence him by any means.
It appears that DOYEN SPORTS INVESTMENTS LIMITED filed a complaint in Portugal.
According to the information in possession, the lawyers consider that the Portuguese authorities appear
to have rushed, completely taken over, all the allegations, from the company of plaintiff agents.
It is also with the same rush that it seems that the arrest warrant was executed even though the
Hungarian authorities had only recently been seized of a request for a European inquiry.
The acceleration of the procedure does not fail to pose a number of questions to which precise answers
must be given.
In any event, the undersigned lawyers, together with their colleagues in Budapest, will oppose the
request for extradition.
They recall in particular the incredible paradox that results from the attempt of criminalization of their
client whereas in fact of its citizen gesture and its revelations, it allowed the numerous European judicial
authorities an historical acceleration in the knowledge, of the criminal practices of the world of football.
The undersigned lawyers underline to what extent their client meets all the criteria for the protection
of whistleblowers as resulting from the latest provisions of European law and from many European
countries.
There is a retrograde world, which intends to be able to take advantage of the exceptional attraction
for the football to maintain in the opacity of the practices seriously contrary to the law. It is this world
that is at the origin of the persecutions initiated against their client.

It is also because of the status of the very large whistleblower of their client that the French-American
foundation, The Signals Network, has recently brought its full and entire support.

